The Charney problem, a second order ordinary differential equation eigneproblem on z ∈ [0, ∞] with complex eigenvalues, is of great historical importance in meteorology and oceanography. Here, it is used as a testbed for several extensions of spectral methods. The first is to parameterize a plane curve which is singular at an endpoint, as very common in applications. The second stretch is to extend the Chebyshev tau method to compute eigenfunctions of the form M (z) + log(z)V (z) where M (z) and V (z) are entire functions and where the approximation interval is a line segment in the complex plane. Third, we offer a special procedure for finding the roots of a function which is not a polynomial, but rather the combination of a polynomial plus a logarithm multiplied by a second polynomial. Lastly, to resolve the very thin boundary layer of the regularized Charney problem, we combine a rational Chebyshev (T L n ) pseudospectral method with a change of coordinate which is quadratic at the ground. Remarkably, best results are obtained by applying four boundary conditions even though the Charney problem is a differential equation of only second order.
Introduction
The Charney baroclinic instability model is important because baroclinic instability is the process which generates the large traveling low-pressure centers that dominate weather in the middle latitudes [19] . Recently, the author has been re-examining the Charney problem to better understand competing instability paradigms. This geophysical fluid dynamics work will be published separately [13] .
Here, we look at some interesting numerical challenges in this [seemingly] simple problem. Because all five extensions to standard Chebyshev spectral methods are focused on a single physical application, it seemed better to combine them into one article instead of publishing a quintet of very short letters, or LPUs (Least Publishable Units). The reader is warned, however, that the themes discussed are largely independent of one another. The article is structured to allow, as much as possible, selective reading of just the relevant sections.
Lindzen pointed out that the so-called "point jet" model of the related process of barotropic instability was isomorphic to the Charney problem:
cu y + u = 0 at y = 0, u(y) → 0 as y → ∞ (2) where the phase speed c is the eigenvalue and is in general complex-valued. Thus, the Charney problem applies to both baroclinic and barotropic instability , further raising its significance. (Barotropic instability plays an important role in the genesis of Atlantic hurricanes.) However, the "point" jet has the mean wind U (y) = |y|; the physically-all-important mean vorticity gradient is a Dirac delta function. It is obviously desirable to explore a "regularized" Charney problem in which the delta function is replaced by an interval of finite vorticity gradient of width where is a user-choosable parameter. Therefore, we shall also solve the regularized Charney problem and wrestle with the limit 1:
u yy + r − −1 sech 2 (y/ ) {log(cosh(y/ )) + log(2)} − c − 1/4 = 0, u y (0) = 0, u(±∞) = 0 (3)
In the next section, we describe how to solve eigenproblems on a semi-infinite domain using an orthodox pseudospectral method. Boyd, Ragnan and Buchsbaum [15] proposed an alternative basis; in Sec. 4, we explain why the "TM" basis is sometimes better in principle, and also show that it is indeed slightly superior to the "TL" basis for this particular application.
When the regularization parameter is very small, the Charney eigenfunctions have boundary layers at the origin of width O( ). In order to check perturbation series in , such as the matched asymptotics expansion for the regularized Charney/point jet problems in [13] , it is useful to employ a change-of-coordinate such that a standard grid in the computational coordinate x is mapped to a grid with points concentrated in and near the boundary layer in the physical coordinate y. A complete treatment requires two sections. The first gives the general mechanics of coordinate change followed by the specifics for the quadratic mapping y = x 2 /2. However, accuracy is greatly improved by applying three boundary conditions at y = 0 instead of one; Sec. 5 provides an experimental and theoretical discussion.
The unregularized Charney problem is solved by confluent hypergeometric functions. A simple second order differential equation with coefficients that vary at most linearly with y, confluent equation is well-suited to analytical/computer algebra solution by the Lanczos tau-method [23, 29, 10, 22, 1] but there is a complication: the eigenfunction has a branch point at the "critical level" where the mean current equals the phase speed of the wave. Sec. 6 is a tutorial on how to generalize Lanczos' method to include the logarithms that describe the branch points. Computing the eigenvalues requires finding the zeros of a function which is a polynomial plus a logarithm multiplied by another polynomial; this task is solved in Sec. 7; the treatment closely follows the author's book [12] .
The nineteenth century way of capturing a special function was tables: Thick folios with endless columns of numbers in agate type. table-making heroism of Edward Sang and his daughters captures the importance of tables as the best pre-computing way to turn special functions from mystery to an engineering tool [21] . The 1963 Handbook of Mathematical Functions [2] was arguably the high water mark of tame-by-table. The twenty-first century upgrade is a small subroutine in Matlab or C ++ . For many univariate and even multivariate functions, Chebyshev polynomial expansions will do very nicely [4, 28, 26] as the engines of special function subroutines.
Unfortunately, a common problem in parameterizing an entire branch of solutions is that the function is singular at one or both endpoints [11] . The final theme is to compare several strategies for successfully parameterizing c(r), the complex phase speed (eigenvalue) as a function of the parameter r for the principal branch of the instability (Sec. 8).
Computing Eigenfunctions Using the Rational Chebyshev Functions TL n (y; L)
If a second order differential equation and its lower boundary condition are
and the φ j (y) are a set of basis functions for the semi-infinite domain, the pseudospectral method converts the problem into a generalized eigenproblem of the form
where the matrix elements are
A Nj = φ j,y (0) + χφ j (0) (8)
As explained in [10] and [8] , the boundary condition of exponential decay as y → ∞ is a "natural" condition and does not need to be imposed as an explicit constraint.
The rational Chebyshev functions T L n (x; L) are a particular basis introduced by Boyd [8] . The reason for the name "rational Chebyshev" is that these functions are the images of Chebyshev polynomials under a one-parameter family of mappings, and are rational as displayed explicitly in Table 1 . The mapping is
For purposes of both theory and programming, it is helpful that the basis functions are also images of a Fourier cosine basis under the change of coordinate:
The chain rule shows that derivatives for any function u with respect to y can be expressed in terms of the trigonometric argument t via
Thus
and similarly for higher derivative The optimum grid is uniformly spaced in the trigonometric argument t:
where n bc is the number of boundary conditions imposed at the origin. It may seem peculiar to teat the number of boundary conditions as a variable n bc since the ordinary differential equation is only of second order and one boundary condition is that u(y) decay exponentially as y → 0, suggesting the number of boundary conditions that must be explicitly imposed is always n bc = 1. Some subtleties arise, however, particularly when a change-of-coordinate is applied to resolve a very narrow boundary layer. We shall return to this in Sec. 5 Fig. 1 shows how error varies with L. Boyd's theory of asymptotic Chebyshev coefficients makes two predictions [6] . First, the error is an analytic function of the map parameter L and therefore a curve of error versus L is flat near the minima. Thus, the error is not very sensitive to L. The flat bottoms of the curves confirm this prediction.
The second prediction is that the optimal L varies with N , the number of grid points. The guideline in the figure confirms this. For a function u that has no singularities except at infinity, the optimum L grows linearly with N . The Charney solution has an (y −y s ) log(y − y s ) branch point at y s = c as first noted by Charney himself. Large L is good for resolving the exponential decay of the eigenfunction, but large L also decreases the density of grid points near the singularity; the optimum L then grows as N 2/5 in Boyd's theory [8] . The figure is consistent with this; however, the fluctuations in error with L and N and the flatness of the error curves near the minima makes a more precise statement than "is consistent" unjustified. n T L n (y; L) 
Comparison of Two Semi-infinite Basis Sets: TL versus TM
Boyd, Ragnan and Buchsbaum [15] introduced a new family of basis functions for the interval y ∈ [0, ∞]. Like the rational Chebyshev functions T L n (x; L) introduced by Boyd [8] , the T M n (x; L M ) functions are the images of Chebyshev polynomials under a one-parameter family of mappings. For purposes of both theory and programming, it is helpful that both basis sets are images of a Fourier cosine basis under different mappings:
Each basis set has an associated canonical grid which is the image under the mapping of a uniform grid in t. (Recall that, in the absence of function-specific adaptivity, a uniformlyspaced grid is optimum for a Fourier basis [10] .) the image of the uniform grid
The older TL basis has the disadvantage that the largest grid point in y grows quadratically with N , the number of grid points. In contrast,
that is, the largest grid point grows only linearly with N . This is a desirable property when the solution decays exponentially with y: no point in putting interpolation points where the function being interpolated has no amplitude. For the quantum eigenproblems of [15] , the TM basis gave "somewhat better results". How do the basis sets compare for a hydrodynamic instability problem? Fig. 2 shows that at low resolution, the newer basis yields smaller errors. At higher resolution, however, the minimum errors are the same. When r is reduced, the imaginary part of the phase speed diminishes and the singularity of the solution is moved much closer to the real axis; many more points are needed to achieve a given accuracy. The TM basis still gives smaller errors.
Although the difference is not large, the newer rational Chebyshev basis TM is the better choice for the Charney problem. However, the difference was sufficiently small that we did not redo calculations for other sections of the article that had already been completed using the older basis. 
Quadratic Mapping: Solving the Regularized Charney Problem for Tiny
In this section, we shift from the classic, unregularized Charney problem of the two previus sections to the regularized differential eigenproblem. It is useful to solve the regularized Charney problem for very small to accurately check the perturbation theory described in [13] . To achieve a given error, the minimum truncation N rises only as 1/ √ , not 1/ itself.
The reason is that for small t and y, the mapping y = Lcot 2 (t/2) becomes y ≈ (L/4)(t−π) 2 ; the uniform grid in t generates a very nonuniform grid in y in which the points near y = 0 are separated by O(1/N 2 ) instead of O(1/N ). This built-in clustering of grid points near y = 0 (where the thin, O( ) regularization layer occurs) can be augmented by an explicit mapping.
Let y denote the original, "physical" coordinate and x the "computational" coordinate connected by
Then the differential equation
is transformed into
where
Here, we applied the simple mapping
Subtleties with Coordinate Mapping: The Need for Extra Boundary Conditions
The endpoint y = 0 is equivalent to t = π, so it is easier to perform expansions, etc., after first making the change of coordinate t = π + s, ⇒ cos(t) = − cos(s), sin(t) = − sin(s), cos(nt) = (−1) n cos(ns) (31)
With just a single mapping, that is, when applying the standard TL basis without additional tricks,
where we have used the fact all the basis functions individually, and also their sum, u(Lcot 2 (s/2)), are symmetric with respect to s = 0 and have vanishing first derivatives at the origin. It follows that to impose the homogeneous Neumann condition on the first derivative with respect to y, it is necessary to constrain the second t-derivative to be zero. However, imposing the collocation condition at (N − 1) points and reserving the N -th row of the matrix eigenproblem for the constraint u tt (π) = 0 gives the expected exponential rate of convergence with increasing N .
When the quadratic mapping y = x 2 /2 is combined with the mapping x = Lcot 2 (t/2), a function which has no special symmetry with respect to y = 0 has the power series in y
which under the mapping becomes the power series in s
If u(y) is symmetric, then
The same reasoning used earlier in this section implies that
from whence, through the power series in s,
Unfortunately, the basis functions cos(nt) = (−1) n cos(ns) do not individually satisfy these boundary conditions. Is this an issue? Alas, yes. Table 2 shows that imposing just a single boundary condition at y = 0 [equivalent to s = 0 and t = π in the transformed coodinates], the TL pseudospectal eigensolver, in combination with the quadratic change-of-coordinate, is a failure at any reasonable truncation. Accuracy is improved when the second derivative in the trigonometric coordinate t (or s) is explicitly constrained to vanish at the point y = 0 [the ground]. Constraining the sixth derivative gives considerable further improvement, but imposing the boundary condition that the tenth derivative is zero significantly degrades accuracy.
The Charney eigenproblem is far from a conventional Storm-Louisville eigenproblem. Only the most unstable mode is interesting, and it is unusual because it is complex valued. Table 2 : Errors in c for the unstable eigenvalue of the regularized Charney problem for r = 1/2 calculated by the TL pseudospectral method and the quadratic coordinate mapping for various numbers of boundary conditions "One boundary condition" denotes imposition of u tttt (π) = 0 in the trigonometric coordinate, which is equivalent to du/dy(0) = 0 in the "physical" coordinate y = (L 2 /2)cot 4 (t/2). '2 bc" denotes this plus u tt (π) = 0. The triple boundary condition is these two plus u 6t (π) = 0. "Four boundary conditions" appends u 10t (π) = 0. "F" in place of a numerical absolute error denotes failure, that is, no numerical eigenvalue was within 0.1 of the true speed c of the unstable mode. The eigenvalue multiplies the highest derivative when the denominators of the coefficients are cleared. We therefore applied the same numerical method to the classical eigenvalue problem whose solutions are the Hermite functions:
This problem is usually posed on the infinite interval rather than on the semi-infinite interval; this and the homogeneous Neumann boundary condition restrict the eigenmodess to just the even degree Hermite functions. Even so, the eigenvalues are all real valued and the eigenfunctions are all smooth, being products of Gaussian functions exp(−[1/]y 2 ) with Hermite polynomials. Figure 5 shows exactly the same qualitative behavior as found for the Charney problem.
We have no explanation. Associated Legendre functions furnish the latitude-dependent portion of spherical harmonics. Associated Legendre functions of zonal wavenumber m are functions of colatitude which have m-th order zeros at the North and South Poles. Boyd [5] showed that it was quite unnecessary to impose all these constraints explicitly even when the wave number m was large. However, in their classic book on page 152-153, Gottlieb and Orszag solved the eigenproblem whose solutions are the J 1 (λ n r) Bessel functions where λ n is the eigenvalue. Gottlieb and Orszag greatly reduced error by explicitly imposing the constraint u r (0) = 0 in addition to the Dirichlet boundary conditions u(0) = u(1) = 0. The third boundary condition was helpful even though no change of coordinate was applied, and even though only the standard Chebyshev polynomial tau method on a finite interval was implemented, and even though the Bessel functions are entire functions, free of singularity not only on the finite approximation interval but also everywhere in the complex plane except infinity.
We are forced to stop with the vague cautionary statement that it is sometimes helpful to add additional boundary conditions that impose provable properties of the desired solutions. Perhaps the reader will be clever than the author and Gottlieb and Orszag and will devise a convincing explanation. 
Lanczos Tau Method with Logarithms
The Lanczos tau method is a simple strategy, well-suited to hand calculations ("chirurgery") and to computer algebra systems like Maple and Mathematics, for solving differential equations with polynomial coefficients [23, 10, 1] . The confluent hypergeometric differential equation ought to be a very suitable candidate since it can be written as a differential equation whose coefficients are only linear polynomials. There is unfortunately a complication: for neutral or nearly neutral modes, the eigenfunction has a convergence-wrecking singularity in the computational domain. Some successful numerical strategies are presented in [7, 24, 25] , but these are strictly for the numbers. In this section, we show that Lanczos' method can be extended to functions with logarithms on or near the domain.
Whittaker Functions Near the Branch Point
Kuo showed that for analysis, it was convenient to make the change of coordinate
where c is the complex-valued phase speed; this transforms the problem to
where x 0 is the unknown eigenparameter. The solution which decays exponentially with increasing z (or x) so as to be bounded as |z| → ∞ is the one-parameter Whittaker function
The second linearly independent solution is
This M-function is analytic at x = 0, the location of the pole in the coefficient of the differential equation. This is in contrast to the W-function, which is logarithmically singular at x = 0. The power series in the Whittaker functions have infinite radii of convergence:
where ψ is the digamma function.
The branch cut is in the upper x-plane. The logarithmic part of the U-function is
Lanczos observed in his remarkable 1938 paper that many ordinary differential equations with transcendental solutions can be perturbed into the problems which are exactly solved by a polynomial u N (x) of degree N by adding an inhomogeneous term which is a polynomial τ P (x) where τ is an unknown constant which must be determined simultaneously with the coefficients of u N (x). Ordinary power series are equivalent to choosing the polynomial P (x) = x N . This is a far from optimal choice because x N is extremely nonuniform on the interval x ∈ [0, 1], and generates approximations to the solution of the differential equation which are equally nonuniform. Lanczos showed that choosing the perturbation to be the shifted Chebyshev polynomial T * N (x) ≡ T N (2x−1) generates highly uniform approximations because the Chebyshev polynomial has the property of maximum uniformity among all polynomials of a given degree. The rational approximation has the full merit of a Chebyshev polynomial approximation for any complex z because it is a Chebyshev approximation. We use the vague phrase "full merit" because if there is a singularity on the ray y ∈ [0, z], the approximation will be terrible. Rather, the rational approximation is neither better nor worse than a Chebyshev polynomial approximation on y ∈ [0, z].
The confluent hypergeometric equation is so simple that a symbolic manipulation language like Maple will yield M N as a rational function with integer coefficients. For complex problems, we can numerically calculate the tau answer for a set of discrete points and then interpolate a rational function to obtain the tau answer as a rational function of z.
All this is standard. The novelty is to apply the tau method when the solution has a logarithmic singularity. The following theorem is helpful.
Power Series: Coefficient of log(z) Theorem
Theorem 1 (Coefficient of Log). Suppose one has the second order ODE whose coefficient of u(z) has a simple pole at z = 0, i. e.,
where r(z) is nonsingular. The following assertions then apply 1. One of the two linearly independent solutions of the ODE is nonsingular and vanishes at the origin. (Let us denote this solution by M (z).) 2. The singular solution can be written in the form
where v(z) is a nonsingular function such that v(0) = 0; it has a standard power series in z.
Proof: We have always have the freedom to specify one of the two linearly independent solutions by demanding that
If we attempt to represent this solution as a power series, we find that the singular term M (z)/z is in fact the nonsingular term µz/z = µ sufficiently close to the origin. There is no obstacle to representing M (z) as a power series in z.
To prove the second proposition, write
where w(0) = 0. Note that since M (z) ≈ µz sufficiently close to the origin and since the limit of z log(z) as z → 0 is zero, it follows that the constant u(0) is indeed the value of u(z) at the origin. Since w(z) is completely unspecified, we have not lost any generality by assuming a decomposition of u(z) of this form; if the proposition is false, then w(z) is free to contain logarithmic terms or other singularities. What we show is that in fact the inhomogeneous ODE for w(z) has a solution which is non-singular at z = 0, thus proving the proposition. Direct substitution gives
The original ODE becomes
One might have expected a term in M zz as well as additional terms involving M itself. However, these cancel because M (z) is itself a solution to the original differential equation. Near the origin, the right-hand side is
It follows that if we choose µ = −u(0), then the inhomogeneous term in Eq.(61) does not contain a pole because all the O(1/z) terms cancel. One can then construct a power series for w(z) in the usual fashion by simply matching powers of z order-by-order.
Tau Method with Logarithms
The theorem shows that the part of the singular Whittaker function which is proportional to log(y) is just the nonsingular M-function:
where the constant multiplying M is a convention The first step in computing the W-function is to calculate the M-function exactly as described in an earlier section. Next, substitute the form above into the Whittaker ODE to obtain
The term in braces is zero because the M-function satisfies the Whittaker equation. We are left with an inhomogeneous, logarithm-free equation for P .
To solve it, make the change of coordinate y = zx as before and add the perturbation
We write
where the first two coefficients are chosen to match Whittaker function convention. Different choices would add different multiples of the M-function to P , and/or change the amplitude by a multiplicative constant. As before, matching powers of x yields an implicit matrix equation which can be solved for the coefficients of P . Setting x = 1 yields an approximation to the Whittaker function which is a rational function of z plus a logarithm multiplied by a different rational function.
The Whittaker function has no singularities (other than the logarithm at the origin) except at infinity. The tau approximation is therefore valid everywhere in the complex plane! However, as |z| increases, the Chebyshev N -term approximation is applied on an increasing long interval, and for fixed N , accuracy will therefore diminish with |z|. Fig. 6 shows that the error is proportional to z N . This curve was for the positive real axis, but the same would have seen on any ray radiating from the origin in the complex z-plane.
Eigenvalues from Power Series: Computing the Zeros of Log-and-Polynomials
As noted earlier, the Charney eigensolutions are Whittaker functions of the form
where x = y − c. The phase speed is −x * where x * is the root of
When the power series for P (x) and Q(x), which are entire functions and therefore have infinite radii of convergence, are truncated at some degree N , the result is not a polynomial, but rather a "log-polynomial", that is, the sum of a polynomial plus another polynomial multiplied by a logarithm. For example, when r = 1/2, 
We define "degree N " for a log-polynomial to mean that (i) the polynomial part of the truncated series is of degree N and (ii) this is also the degree of the polynomial multiplying log(x). Thus (69) displays a log-polynomial of degree five. The zeros were computed by the following sequence:
1. Truncate the x power series at degree N . 2. Convert x to ζ where x = exp(ζ). 3. Expand the Whittaker function as a Taylor series in ζ up to and including degree N ζ . (Usually, N ζ N as illustrated in Table 3 .) 4. Compute the roots of the ζ polynomial. 5. Apply Newton's method to each polynomial root, and accept only zeros which cease to change after a few of iterations.
The results for a typical parameter r are shown in Table 3 . Each row shows the absolute errors for a given N as approximated by polynomials of various degrees N ζ (columns).
The exponential change of coordinate followed by polynomial root finding is capable of generating good initializations for Newton's iteration (on W r,1/2 (x)) even for N as small as 10. However, the zeros are not accurate prior to "Newton polishing" until N is considerably larger. We recommend N > 20 so as to avoid missing zeros.
The entire algorithm, excluding the verification of roots through Newton's iteration and output, is executed by a handful of lines in Maple:
ff:= x * ( (1/2-r/x)*WhittakerW(r, 1/2, x)-WhittakerW(r+1, 1/2, x)/x ) -WhittakerW(r,1/2,x) ; fp:= evalf(convert( series(ff,x,N+1),polynom)); f:= evalf(convert(series(subs(x=exp(zeta),fp),zeta,Nzeta+1),polynom)); froots:=solve(f,zeta);
Parameterizing a Function Which is Singular at One Endpoint: The Phase
Speed c(r)
As shown by Branscome [16] , the phase speed c of the classic (unregularized) Charney problem is not an analytic function of the parameter r = 1. Introducing the small parameter
he shows shows that c(δ) = O(δ). If the Whittaker function is replaced by its truncated power series in the eigenrelation, then this equation becomes the sum of a polynomial plus the product of log(x 0 ) multiplied by a polynomial as described in the previous section. One can then substitute an expansion in δ with symbolic coefficients into the eigenequation, match powers of δ, and solve order-by-order to obtain a series for c(r). The complication is that because the eigenequation is not a polynomial, but rather a "log-polynomial", the expansion of c must contain logarithms, too. The result is
where the logarithms of δ explicitly display the singularities. Unfortunately, this series is not useful near r = 0. However, c(r) can represented as a Chebyshev series on r ∈ [0, 1], which is the main instability branch, in several different ways. The naive expansion is
However this does not address the endpoint singularities. Chapter 2 of [10] shows that the δ = √ 1 − r term is an endpoint square root singularity which implies that for the naive series b n ∼ constant/n 2 .
A better option is subtracting off the leading singularities by the modified expansion
wherec denotes a finite sum of the perturbation series; we chose to use the terms up to and including δ 4 log(δ). The leading singularity in the subtracted series is δ 5 = (1 − r) 1/2 which yields a sixth order rate for the coefficients d n . These coefficients are plotted on a log-log scale in Fig. 7 . Both sets of coefficients b n and d n fall proportional to inverse powers of n -asymptoting to a line on the log-log plot -but the coefficients of the subtracted series d n converge much more rapidly than the b n . However, an additional strategy to cope with the singularities is is to choose the argument of the Chebyshev series to be δ = √ 1 − r instead of r. With the new Chebyshev polynomial argument butwithout singularity subtraction), the third expansion -0.000005046737358 + 0.000070580188001 i 10 -0.000013553562829 + 0.000023328704054 i 11 -0.000009105351006 + 0.000005892362630 i 12 -0.000004256529610 + 0.000000420337986 i 13 -0.000001641396138 -0.000000610307419 i 14 -0.000000475879165 -0.000000534794556 i 15 -0.000000080376578 -0.000000281800438 i 16 0.000000025504267 -0.000000121805324 i 17 0.000000031416504 -0.000000039543552 i 18 0.000000019936949 -0.000000009493889 i 19 0.000000009013864 + 0.000000000587931 i 20 0.000000003486644 + 0.000000001749443 i 21 0.000000000885165 + 0.000000001465920 i 22 0.000000000119162 + 0.000000000655893 i 23 -0.000000000116472 + 0.000000000320912 i 24 -0.000000000081966 + 0.000000000067850 i while the fourth approximation with use of the perturbation series is
wherec again denotes the sum of the perturbation series up to and including δ 4 log(δ). Theorem 1 of [9] shows that the coefficients a n decay as 1/n 7 because of the δ 3 log(δ) singularity. The error in truncating the series at n = N decreases only as 1/N 6 for reasons explained in Chapter 2 of [10] . Subtractingc(r) removes the leading order singularities and thus greatly accelerates the Chebyshev series to better than eleventh order for the coefficients e n , which are proportional to n −11 because the leading surviving singularity is weakened to δ 5 log(δ). The coefficients for the third and fourth options are plotted on a log-log scale in Fig. 8 . The coefficients e n fall exponentially until hitting a plateau due to roundoff error at about 10 −12 . We conjecture that the power law decay would emerge for higher n in a multiple precision computation.
The coefficients e n are displayed in Table 4 ; the rapid rate of convergence is self-evident.
Summary
The Charney eigenproblem is complicated by singularities, thin boundary layers (when regularized), complex eigenvalues and a semi-infinite domain. Even so, it is not difficult for modern numerical algorithms and laptop computers to grind out numbers. There is a difference, however, between understanding a problem and really understanding a problem. We hope that we advanced the numerical problem further towards the "really understanding" ideal. More than forty years ago, Orszag showed that Chebyshev polynomials were a good way to compute the eigenmodes of the Orr-Sommerfeld equation, which is fourth order. For larger N or higher order derivatives, the standard Chebyshev pseudospectral and Galerkin methods are ill-conditioned. The new ultraspherical/Chebysehv Petrov-Galerkin method, which is actually equivalent to techniques that date back to Charles Clenshaw and Leslie Fox in the fifties, can almost annihilate such difficulties as explained very well in Olver and Townsend [27, 20, 3] . The single domain Chebyshev technology can be applied to almost any problem in hydrodynamics stability [10, 17, 18] .
The main unsolved problem is to understand the need to impose additional boundary conditions beyond the usual two when using the rational Chebyshev pseudospectral method in combination with a boundary layer-resolving change of coordinate. More than three quarters of a century after Lanczos' famous paper of 1938 that was the origin of all things Chebyshev, and more than forty years after Orszag's pioneering papers in the early 70's that turned spectral methods from a semi-analytical boutique to a major part of supercomputing numerics, we still don't fully understand the numerical mysteries of Chebyshev polynomials. 2 
